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INTENDED USE
MASK DIMENSIONS

MATERIAL(S)

Face mask for general use. 
Protection against dusts, bacteria, smoke & pollen.

Outer Layer Nonwoven fabric, anti droplet.

Mid Layer Melt blown nonwoven fabric, BFE95 (Filtration≥95%).

Inner Layer Nonwoven fabric, moisture absorption.

Nose Wire Bendable and shapeable material.

Ear Loop Elastic string of spandex rope.

Length 175 +/- 5mm

Width 95 +/- 5mm

PACKAGING
50 units per package

STERILIZATION
Non - Sterile

SHELF LIFE
24 months

STORAGE 
Keep masks in original packaging which is closed and sealed in dry, 
cool location. Keep away from fire, rain and strong direct light.

NON- LATEX PRODUCT

Our 95M175-USA-A3 single-use 3-ply 
Face Masks are designed to protect both 
the user and the surrounding environment 
by capturing expelled contaminants in 
its lightweight and disposable material. 

Ideally design for social distancing.

95M175-USA-A3
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The new realities of COVID-19 are not going away anytime soon. We all need to 
do our part to get people back to work safely.

At Jabil, we faced these same challenges months ago. With more than 200,000 
employees across the globe and plants and employees in China facing lockdown 
conditions as early as December, we navigated the realities and removed risks by 
supplying ample PPE for our factories. 

As the largest US-based manufacturing solutions provider in the world, operating 
plants in 100+ sites across the globe, we immediately sprung into action.  One of 
the most critical actions was solutioning the manufacturing of masks for our 
own consumption.  Our scale and manufacturing breadth and capability was      
critical to effectively executing this solution with speed. We collaborated with 
our healthcare division, our global automation teams, and we tapped our 
in-depth knowledge of both supply chain and polymer science.  As the          
pandemic grew, we continued to scale. Today our factories are running at near 
full capacity and it was our internal mask production in China that made it possible. 

Importing masks from China is expensive and unreliable in today’s 
environment.

As a result, we have launched manufacturing of 3-ply masks inside cleanrooms 
in a US facility with capacity to build over 1 million masks a day in the US 
by July 4th. 

Today, we are expanding our capacity to not only support Jabil, but also to select  
customers with similar mask requirements. 

Let us help you to build the products you need to keep your employees safe!

ABOUT JABIL

Jabil (NYSE: JBL) is a manu-
facturing solutions provider 
that delivers comprehensive 
design, manufacturing, 
supply chain and product 
management services. 
Leveraging the power of 
over 200,000 people across 
100 sites strategically 
located around the world. 

Jabil simplifies complexity 
and delivers value enabling           
innovation, growth and      
customer success to some 
of the world’s most 
respected and trusted 
brands in a broad range of 
industries, including 
defense, aerospace, auto-
motive, clean technology,       
computing, consumer,            
instrumentation, industrial, 
healthcare, networking, 
peripherals, storage, and   
telecommunications. 

OUR STORY
It is time to safely get people back to work 
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